Abstract ID: 13 Monte Carlo simulations for the beam quality factors of a parallel-plate ion-chamber in the presence of magnetic field.
Magnetic resonance imaging-guided radiotherapy provides real-time imaging with a superior soft-tissue contrast without radiation exposure. Recently, several groups have been developing such a new technology. Strong magnetic fields can influence trajectories of the secondary electrons by the Lorentz force. The reference dosimetry using an ion-chamber in magnetic fields needs additional correction factors [1]. In this study, we calculated magnetic field correction factors by the Monte Carlo method for the reference dosimetry using a parallel-plate ion-chamber. The EGSnrc user code, egs_chamber was used to simulate an ion-chamber. The full head and spectral source models of Varian therapeutic linear accelerator of 6 MV, 10 MV, and 15 MV photon beam have been simulated by BEAMnrc and beamdp. A parallel-plate ion-chamber (NACP-02 model) was positioned in the water phantom (30 × 30 × 30 cm3) at a depth of 10 cm (5 cm for Co-60 beam). The beam quality factors (KQ) and magnetic field correction factors (KQ,B) were calculated. The absorbed dose of a parallel-plate ion-chamber was scored with and without a 1.5 T of magnetic field. The KQ of 6 MV, 10 MV, and 15 MV were 0.994, 0.980, and 0.976, respectively. These values were compatible to the previous published data (<0.3%) [2]. In a 1.5 T of magnetic field, the KQ,B of 6, 10, and 15 MV were 0.935, 0.985, and 0.994, respectively, compared to 0.975, 0.983, and 0.983 in a 0.35 T of magnetic field. All of simulation uncertainties were within 0.2%. When photon energy increases, KQ,B is also increased, but KQ,B in high strength of a magnetic field are not always smaller than those in low strength of a magnetic field. The magnetic field correction factors of a parallel-plate ion-chamber were successfully calculated by the Monte Carlo method. The parallel-plate ion-chambers need several percent of correction factors when measuring doses in the presence of a magnetic field.